31st October, 2017

Dear Landholders of the Yanco, Billabong & Colombo creeks,
Over the past two weeks, Zsofia and I completed the first round of frog surveys and they
definitely did not disappoint! The forecast for heavy rains on Thursday 19th of October cut our
survey schedule short and so we returned to Jerilderie last week to complete the final surveys.
Surveying for frogs following heavy rainfall is ideal as seasonal rainfall provides an important
cue for most frog species to breed, enabling us to see and hear them (especially those species
that burrow into the ground). As I described at the Jerilderie ‘Wetland Wonders’ evening on the
10th of October, male frogs call to attract their female counterparts for breeding. Each frog
species also has their own unique call meaning that we can identify what frog species are
present at a site by both sight and sound.
Overall, I identified seven different frog species across the system. This included, the usual
ground dwelling suspects, Barking marsh frogs and Spotted marsh frogs. Eastern sign-bearing
froglets, more often heard calling than seen due to their tiny size (less than 2 cm long fully
grown). Peron’s tree frog, which as its names suggests, predominantly lives in trees. Two
burrowing species, Eastern banjo frogs and Sudell’s frogs that hibernate underground until
heavy rains signal the availability of aquatic habitat for laying their egg masses. Last, but
definitely not least, we were fortunate enough to hear the loud and unique calls of the Southern
bell frog at one property along the mid Yanco creek.
As Zsofia would tell you, I was very excited to find the Southern bell frog in the region. The
Southern bell frog is an endangered species, although they are still quite abundant in rice
growing areas in the Coleambally Irrigation Area. Calling Southern bell frogs sound surprisingly
similar to motorbikes accelerating and because they are a large frog, the sound is loud to the
point where you can almost feel it reverberating. Reduced water flows and loss of wetland
habitats has likely contributed to the decline of this species in many areas. Southern bell frogs
are quite fussy, they like to breed in spring and summer, preferring shallow, warm water with
abundant aquatic vegetation. Their tadpoles have a long development period of 4-6 months. The
findings of these initial frog surveys indicate that the wetlands in this system provide important
habitat to a range of species, including the endangered southern bell frog. I hope that these
findings will contribute to improved water management of these valuable ecosystems in the
future.
Frog species are particular with their breeding requirements and this makes them difficult to
detect. So, in order to get a better idea of the frog communities living in the system, I hope to do
a follow up frog survey in early December of this year. Fingers crossed for some more exciting
finds and I will talk to you again soon to organise the next surveys and report my findings.
With thanks and regards,
Amelia Walcott
Research Associate – Amphibian ecology
Charles Sturt University, Albury
Mob.: 0448098317
E: awalcott@csu.edu.au

Spotted marsh frogs where commonly
seen and heard across the system.
Southern bell frogs were heard calling at one of the sites along
the mid-Yanco creek.

The Marsh frogs lay foamy looking egg
masses, from which their tadpoles develop.
They lay their egg masses among the plants
in the water as this provides protection
from predators.

A burrowing species, Sudell’s frog was spotted at one of the
sites along the Colombo.

Barking Marsh frogs were also commonly observed
throughout the system. As their name suggests, they
sound like a barking dog and they often have
crimson-orange coloured eye shadow (like this one
I spotted along Wangamong creek).

The other burrowing species, the Eastern banjo
frog was sighted out and about along the banks of
the mid Yanco, lower Billabong and Forest creeks.

This little scorpion was out hunting on
the banks of the Colombo this October.
Szofia using a sweep net to look for tadpoles.

Peron’s tree frogs were occasionally sighted and heard calling
during the surveys signalling the beginning of their breeding
season. This frog sounds like it is laughing, or rather cackling.

Eastern sign bearing froglets are tiny, up
to just 2cm long when fully grown.
Luckily we can identify them from their
calls as they are very difficult to find.

Waiting for the sun to set so we could begin the spotlight surveys at Wanganella swamp.

